LEONE CONTINI - PORTFOLIO

Km.0
Action, chinese vegetables, fabric, video, print on paper
Pecci Museum, Prato, 2012
The suburb of Prato is a continuum of residential neighbourhoods, industrial buildings, malls, fragments of rural landscape.
In this deregulated environment is living one of the biggest Chinese community in Europe.
Here the Chinese gardens are markers of the Chinese settlements: these gardens are boundaries themselves. The gardens are claimed to be "illegal" by the Italian
neighbours. This self-subsistence agriculture is therefore often interstitial and usually hidden.
Within the context of the Chinese Diaspora these gardening practices are crucial in terms of cultural identity, belonging and self representation, the regional
wenzhounese vegetable varieties being a sort of umbilical cord with the motherland.
During a prolonged fieldwork I was focusing on the struggle (hidden, never thematized) to keep growing wenzhounese vegetables, despite the Italian neighbours,
local police and landlords.
Since I was invited to hold an intervention in the local contemporary art museum I decided to involve directly the chinese community and therefore transforming
chinese farmers into advisors for italian people: The action turned into a sort of spontaneus workshop, a strange mix of traditional diet rudiments and attemps of
translations - the Italians being the students.
Beside this action I printed wall posters representing unknown chinese vegetables: I pasted them in the outdoor of the museum, facing the city of prato, interacting
with the public space.

INTE BRASSE
Action, print on paper
Former ghetto, Genova, 2012
The area of the former ghetto in Genova is an high conflictual social microcosm, caracterized by frictions between immigrants, transgender sex workers and drug
dealers/consumers. My project was therefore focusing on body-care practices among the immigrant communities: their traditional knowledges were lectured and
“practiced” at the same time during a pubblic lottery: I was in fact distributing traditional Senegalese sex stimulants - the interest regarding kola nuts and other body
stimulants was in fact trasversal among the different ethnic-gender groups-, arabic herbs - such as absinthe, very regarded in the traditional medicine -, Bengali and
south american traditional medicines, but also treatments such as free bonus for the local moroccan barber.
The whole project was about border crossing.
Reproduction of the herbs were used to create wall posters, in order to invite people from Genova, usually reluctant to walk trough to the ghetto, finally into the
narrow alleys.
*The title Inte Brasse is related with a misunderstanding about drugs: when heroin arrived in Genova in the early 80ies old people used to say in the local dialect: "se
ciantan i spinelli inte brasse", "they stick the joints into the arms". By isolating the expression “inte brasse”, the meaning switches to “between arms”, as in inclusive
attitude.
Here a video shot before and during the lottery: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vhr9v5YVlUg

THE ITALIAN PAVILION ETHNOGRAPHIC SURVEY
Video, collective action.
Danish Pavilion, Venice Biennal, 2011.
In June 2011 I was invited to hold an art intervention in the Danish floating Pavilion during the Venice Biennale. My project consisted in leading an anthropological
expedition into the Italian Pavilion from the “base camp”, based in the Danish pavilion. The "fieldwork practice" was the occasion to criticize the curatorial project of
the Italian Pavilion, heavily influenced by the populist political agenda of Berlusconi’s government.
The audience was actively involved in the expedition: trough an open call on the web I collected people for the expedition. The involvement of audience continued
thanks to the cooperation with Undo.net (one of the main Italian online art magazines) and trough the social network channels.
The opening of the Italian Pavilion: http://www.undo.net/it/my/c18b3b208b05a0edc54e17ba836d2b7a/40/82
The anthropological expedition from the Danish Pavilion to the Italian Pavilion, few days later:
http://www.undo.net/it/my/c18b3b208b05a0edc54e17ba836d2b7a/40/83
The conversation with the artist Fos once back on Osloo, the Danish Floating Pavilion: http://www.undo.net/it/my/c18b3b208b05a0edc54e17ba836d2b7a/40/84
The opening of the Italian Pavilion, still from video:

FEED YOUR HEAD
Chinese-Tuscan cooking class
Prato, Italy, 2011.
This project consisted in a Chinese-Tuscan cooking class which took place in the suburbs of the city of Prato. Despite the fact that the city is hosting the largest
Chinese community in Italy, the concept of multiculturalism is not part of people imagery, nor vocabulary. Italian and Chinese people shared the same space in the
last 20 years, while having completely parallel existences and ignoring each other.
The project was the occasion for a culinary clash between the two communities, the surreal component consisting in the fact that the cooking class was hosted in one
of the most ancient wineries in the region, regarded in the local imagery as the “temple” of the domestic Italian quality and pure identity.
The cooking class surprisingly worked very well.

WHAT DO THE ITALIANS EAT?
Video (00:02:00) http://vimeo.com/20984735
Serbia 2008-2009.
In the Ex-Yugoslavia is widely believed that the Italians are frogs eaters and this belief is so entrenched that there is a term, “!abari”, which designates the Italians.
!abari is in fact translatable as “froggy people”. In addition to frogs, however, the Italians are also considered snakes, lizards and cats eaters. The origin of this
prejudice remains unknown, but its phenomenology is interesting because it undermines one of the main pillars of Italianism: we Italians consider our cuisine the best
in the world, and we believe that this is an objective truth, peacefully shared by everybody. The way we are perceived by our neighbours Yugoslavs is so unsettling as
it fits in a destructive way within our own self-representation: we suddenly discover that our conviviality is interpreted in terms of omnivorous otherness, and from
time to time perceived in a joking way, or distressing.

BA!TA ZA JEDNU NO" - ONE NIGHT GARDENS
Performance.
Beograd, Serbia, 2009.
Mirijana creates and sells flower garlands on the street in downtown Belgrade. I was fascinated by her skill but also by her attitude to constantly jump out from the
crafts schemes, in order to combine tradition and invention. The gallery Doma Omladine, where I was invited to exhibit, is near to the illegal flower market, where
Mirijana sells its garlands on the pavement. I just asked her to cross the border which arbitrarily divides a social problem from an artistic and cultural event. "One
night gardens" is the action that took place during the busy "Museums at Night", where art, fashion, entertainment are mixed up, and the boundaries between
disciplines are melting in the pot of the cultural industry.
The informal workshop held by Mirijana inside the gallery is a paradoxical short circuit between handicraft production of subsistence and the cultural policies of the
new gentrified Belgrade.
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SPOMENIK - MONUMENT
Marble-plate with inscription, 50x50 cm; video (00:45:00.).
Po"arevac, Serbia, 2008.
The city of Po"arevac, in eastern Serbia, is emblematic of the transition from socialism to market oriented economy. The society is visibly polarized: very rich people,
emigrated in west Europe in the 70s, built castles as status symbol for summer time vacation, but the castles are in fact monuments of their absence during the rest of
the year, when almost all of them are back in Austria or Italy. On the other hand war refugees and impoverished middle class is struggling everyday. As a
consequence of the disappearance (de facto) of the middle-class, solidarity faded away.
The first aim of my project was therefore to transform the energy encapsulated inside social injustice into a concrete act of solidarity: Inside a refugee camp I made a
list of the materials needed in order to build mud traditional houses. The context was dominated by strong patronage ties, this is why I thought that to circulate the list
of the basic needs would have helped solidarity gestures, so that the wealthy people would have started a positive competition in helping the poor ones instead of
wasting money in order to get status symbols. According to the local value system the name of donors should be engraved on a marble-plate, thus placed inside the
Heroes’ Square, surrounded by the monuments celebrating heroes and benefactors from the past. I had the possibility to speak at the local radio station presenting my
project for this monument to solidarity. Despite my access to the local media the project partially failed, and the failure was evident in the lack of any name of donors
on the marble-plate placed in the Heroes' Square. On the other hand the empty space represents at least a possibility that an act of solidarity appears in the future. The
final inscription is: Donors who offered to the refugees from Kosovo, now living in Kostlac, the possibility to build up a new life: [Empty space], Po!arevac
08/10/2008. This void, visible everyday in the park of the city, is a challenge to fatalism and cynicism. Maybe the social change must begin in people thinking.

KROV NAD GLAVOM - A ROOF OVER MY HEAD
Photographic print; video (00:04:30) http://www.romamediaarchive.net/a-roof-over-my-head/
Po"arevac, Serbia, 2008.
#ukri is a Rom refugee expelled from Kosovo with his family after the official end of war. Now he lives in a slum in the suburbs of Po"arevac, eastern Serbia. In
August 2008 the entire family was engaged in the building of a real house, made with a malm of clay and straw, wood and recycled materials. This project reactivates
traditional skills and technical knowledge which suddenly look indispensable again.
The building of the house represents the hope of a new sedentariness, the hope to jump out from social uprootedness, a condition made by the war, first, then by the
prejudice about the Rom (seen as nomads by definition and without a land to belong to). Yet land recurs in the refugees' talks, and literally with the land they build
their new houses. The cost for this kind of buildings is about 150 Euro.
Picture of the house under construction and details of structural elements:
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WHEAT SEEDS GERMINATING INSIDE TWO JAZZ-TRUMPET CASES LINED WITH BLUE AND RED VELVET, FOUND IN THE GARBAGE A
FEW DAYS AGO RIGHT HERE IN HARLEM – SEEDING DIARY
Saxophone boxes, soil, wheat sprouts - Video (00:05:30) http://vimeo.com/17776838
New York, USA, 2007.
Everyday in Harlem the gentrification process makes grassroots community more and more uncertain and local identities something that can be negotiated about.
The sprouting process rescued the two Saxophone boxes, found in the trash just outside my brownstone, in Harlem.
But rescuing is often the other side of eradication and the sprouts suddenly embodied new ambiguous meanings: The former owner of the cases, a jazz player, had in
fact to move out from his house in Harlem, as many other African Americans. I met him for chance during the opening and the situation was slightly ambiguous: as
an “artist in residence” I was a “gentrificator”, despite my best intentions.

